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Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis (Latin: Smaragda Situ Orbis) was a manuscript written by the Portuguese writer Duarte
Pacheco Pereira.. It was dedicated to King Manuel I of Portugal (), the work was divided into five parts with a total of a
dozen pages, in

In the year of , having graduated with honors, he was awarded a study fellowship from the monarch himself.
Later on, in he explored the west coast of Africa. His expedition fell ill with fever and lost their ship. The
knowledge he collected from Dias expedition as well as his own explorations granted him the post of official
geographer of the Portuguese monarch. In he signed the Pope-sanctioned Treaty of Tordesillas , which shared
the non-Christian world between Portugal and Spain. In , he was placed in charge of the defence of Cochin , a
Portuguese protectorate in India, from a series of attacks between March and July by the ruling Zamorin of
Calicut. Nonetheless, by clever positioning, individual heroics and a lot of luck, Duarte Pacheco successfully
resisted attacks for five months, until the humiliated Zamorin finally called off his forces. His son Lisuarte or
Jusarte took a leading part in the fight. For his exploits in the defense of Cochin, Duarte Pacheco was given a
grant of arms by the Trimumpara Raja of Cochin, and greeted with honors the King Manuel I of Portugal and
public festivities upon his return to Lisbon in After India[ edit ] His diary , preserved in the Portuguese
National Archive Torre do Tombo , is probably the first European document to acknowledge that chimpanzees
built their own rudimentary tools. Pacheco is said to have been the first to notice their connection to the moon
and establish rules for predicting the progress of tides by reference to lunar observations. He also sifted
through his data to correct and improve astronomical observations notably correcting the average daily
deviation of the moon from the sun and constructing nautical measurements to be used by future Portuguese
navigators. Duarte Pacheco located and cornered Mondragon off Cape Finisterre in , and defeated and
captured him. He was recalled to the capital and briefly imprisoned until he was exonerated by the Crown
being proved innocent. But the damage was done as he had lost his governorship, his wealth, and influence.
Duarte Pacheco had served the previous king as a squire, and had served King Manuel merely as a high
ranking servant. His distance from Lisbon and his success meant he had many enemies abroad, and few
friends in the capital to defend him. He died alone and penniless. According to one of its most important
biographers, the Portuguese historian Joaquim Barradas de Carvalho , who lived in exile in Brazil in the s,
Duarte Pacheco was a genius comparable to Leonardo da Vinci. This claim is based on interpretations of the
cipher manuscript Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis, written by Duarte Pacheco Pereira, which gives the following
brief account: Such is its greatness and length that on either side its end has not been seen or known, so that it
is certain that it goes round the whole globe. Why would he not in , after the return of Vasco da Gama, make a
similar announcement if Pacheco had already discovered Brazil? I am persuaded that Pacheco neither
discovered Brazil in nor was present two years later at its discovery by Cabral. Lisuarte was raised and trained
by his father as a squire, and mastered various weapons before being knighted at the age of He was a strong
man with a husky build who was known for use of a large Broadsword. Lisuarte fought continues wars around
Portuguese trade targets after Cochin, later commanding a ship against the Egyptian fleet in the Battle of Diu
and was gravely wounded. His final campaign in ended up being a massacre of the Portuguese troops after the
commander underestimated the local natives and attempted to loot the city, Lisuarte fell in battle after being
shot with an arrow between his temple and neck, dying at age Information about any possible marriage or
children is unknown. His father named him after the character King Lisuart of the Amadis de Gaula stories.
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Book digitized by Google from the library of the University of Michigan and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb.
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Excerpt from Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis A segunda, de letra muitÂ° mais moderna, tem nÂ° fim uma nÂ°ta, de Â°utra
mÃ£o, e ainda mais recente, dizendo que esta cÂ°pia parece ter sido tirada dÂ° exem plar pertencente aÂ° dito bispo
do Porto.'.
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Duarte Pacheco Pereira's Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis is the first European navigation script book to mention the coast of
Brazil. Marriage and descendants [ edit ] He married AntÃ³nia de Albuquerque, daughter of Jorge GarcÃªs and wife
Isabel de Albuquerque GalvÃ£o, only daughter of Duarte GalvÃ£o by first wife Catarina de Sousa e Albuquerque, and.

5: Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis, by Duarte Pacheco Pereira by George H.T. Kimble
Esmeraldo de situ orbis in Portuguese - EdiÃ§Ã£o commemorativa da descoberta da America por ChristovÃ£o
Colombo no seu quarto centenario, sob a direcÃ§Ã£o de Raphael Eduardo de Azevedo Basto.

6: Full text of "Esmeraldo de situ orbis"
Description. Duarte Pacheco Pereira wrote his Esmeraldo in situ orbis between and The work consists of a Prologue
and four Books (livros), each comprising chapters which deal primarily with geographical and navigational information.
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Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.
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Manual de nÃ¡utica e cosmografia do sÃ©culo XVI, exemplar do espÃrito empÃrico que caracterizou as Grandes
NavegaÃ§Ãµes. by andrÃ©_ribas_
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ESMERALDO DE SITU ORBIS 89 That there must have been maps is apparent when we recall the allusions to them in
AZURARA, e.g. " they (i.e. the 51 caravels sent out before by Prince HENRY) went leagues beyond.
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